
TOUCH BY LAKAMBINI SITOY ANALYSIS

Moral-Philosophical Analysis on Lakambini Sitoyâ€™s Touch But she knew it was too late; it no longer mattered; she
and her fatherâ€”they were beyond all help. There was only her life, and a sense of regret, for never having known him.
In the story, Tio Tinong, like most OFWs, had to.

She went home and had a very cold and dry relationship with him, maybe still afraid of him. Whatever
happens, the father still remains a father to his children. Many people are reluctant to show mercy because
they find it hard to forgive. Men endured. If they made a mistake, they will be punished. It is also portrayed in
the story that even though she is afraid of her father she would care for him as depicted in the story that she
was the one who called the herb woman to make her father feel comfortable. After all he was a man. As a
journalist, Sitoy was a lifestyle and cultural section editor for various papers, and was a columnist and section
editor for the Manila Times. References "Archived copy". She currently teaches English at Studieskolen in
Copenhagen, Denmark. Sometimes, we hurt each other intentionally and sometimes unintentionally, but either
way it takes massive amounts of mercy and forgiveness to create, maintain or bring back the relationship that
was once established. Her father is getting older and weaker that he needs assistance, and since Dora is the
nurse in the family, she was expected to be the one to take care of Tio Tinong. Dora works in a nursing home
where in she takes care of people who are old and sick just like her father. He was presented as an authority
figure as established and expected by society. She was born in the Philippines in ,[3] and earned a degree in
Biology from Silliman University. No full text? Dora, hesitant of doing it because of the abuses of the father
in her childhood, accepted the request of the brother. University of the Philippines Press. Retrieved 4 July  The
children grew up fearing their own father, bringing with them the bad experiences of the leather on flesh, like
baseball slamming into mitt. This short story narrates the relationship of the main character, Dora to her father.
CS1 maint: archived copy as title link. He probably expressed his love for his children in a disciplined way,
that he would punish them when they committed mistakes. It was full of diplomatically-worded requests for
money, suggestions that she come home for a month or so and so on. That being with them with just loaves of
bread is better than being physically separated from them even if they have an abundance of meat. Archived
from the original on 1 June  Sitoy, Lakambini A. It promises that paradise can be regained. Retrieved 26
January  That discipline can only be impose to the children by punishing them, hurting them whenever they
have faults, and the like. Retrieved 5 October  So Dora went home but her relationship to her father is cold and
distant and while taking care of his father was not an easy task for her because of the abuse she experienced
from her father. Archived from the original on 27 August  Synopsis, again. Because we are imperfect, sinful
people, we inevitably hurt each other. The type of image promises the forgiveness of sins, a wiping of the
slate, a fresh new beginning. The father in the story, Tio Tinong, was portrayed being very strict and harsh
with his children that when they were young, he used to beat them, rapidly, one after the other. Works Sitoy
has published a novel, Sweet Haven Anvil, and two collections of short stories in Manila. Dora, though not
living with her father, still brings with her the fear that her father imposed on her. Dora was the daughter of
Tinong, she was so weak that she have become so submissive to his father. Sitoy was among 21 authors on the
Man Asian Literary Prize 's long list in  He is also a perfectionist and demands for equality.


